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Cane
Harvest Mill Start
Dates

A
Harvest
Management
Meeting was held today and the
respective mill start-up dates
have been put forward for the 4
Burdekin Mills.
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Australian Institute of Marine
Science & Auto Irrigation

Twenty grower members participated in an organized bus tour and visit to the Australian
Institute of Marine Science facility at Cape Ferguson last month.
The tour which was supported by CANEGROWERS, through funding from the Australian
Government Reef Programme also visited Russell Jordan’s farm at Upper Haughton
where Russell and Steve Attard of Agritech gave an overview of the SRA funded auto
irrigation trial project.

These dates are tentative and
dependent on the weather
staying dry, Wilmar will be
calling the harvesters and
growers on Thursday 8th June
to gauge where each area is up
to with regards to harvesting
conditions and then follow up
again on Monday 12th June
and ensuing days after that.
If ground conditions are still too
wet the dates below will be
adjusted and we will notify the
growers of any changes.
Wilmar have stated they don’t
want mud at the mills so the
start-up is not one at all costs,
they will delay if conditions
don’t allow.
Tentative start dates are as
follows :
Kalamia
14th or 15th June 2017
Pioneer
15th June 2017
Invicta & Inkerman
19th or 20th June 2017
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NEWS
RELEASE

Wilmar 1Q2017 net earnings up 51% TO US$362
million
•
•
•
•

Core net profit increased 40% to US$313 million
Good performance from Oilseeds & Grains and Tropical Oils
Seasonal losses in Sugar
Restructuring China operations and evaluating separate listing

Highlights
Wilmar International Limited last month reported a 40% increase in core net profit to US$312.6 million for the quarter ended March
31, 2017 (“1Q2017”) (1Q2016: US$222.4 million). The strong result reflected good performance from Oilseeds & Grains and
Tropical Oils as well as higher contributions from the Group’s associates. Gains from the Group’s portfolio of investment
securities, due to improved conditions in equities markets, led to a 51% improvement in net profit to US$361.6 million for th e
quarter (1Q2016: US$239.4 million).
Revenue increased 17% to US$10.57 billion in 1Q2017 (1Q2016: US$9.0 billion) mainly driven by higher commodity prices and
stronger sales volumes for Tropical Oils and Sugar businesses.
The Sugar Business (Milling, Merchandising, Refining and Consumer Products) reported a pretax loss of US$34.5 million in
1Q2017 (1Q2016: US$18.2 million loss), mainly due to seasonal maintenance in the first half of the year by the Australian Milling
business and weaker performances from both the Merchandising and Refining businesses.
Sales volume for Sugar increased 27% to 2.5 million MT in 1Q2017 (1Q2016: 2.0 million MT) due to higher merchandising
activities.
Prospects
Mr. Kuok Khoon Hong, Chairman and CEO, said, “The
Group has shown strong results in the first quarter,
particularly from our Tropical Oils and Oilseeds & Grains
segments. We expect our Flour business to continue its
growth, while volume for Consumer Products is expected
to recover from the seasonal reduction in 1Q2017.
Although lower CPO prices will impact our Plantation and
Palm Oil Mills operations, we believe that this will be
partially offset by anticipated higher palm oil production.
Recent volatility in sugar prices is expected to impact our
Sugar operations. Overall, we are cautiously optimistic that
the next quarter’s performance will be satisfactory.
“We also wish to announce that the Group is carrying out
an internal restructuring of its China operations with the
possibility of a separate listing. As the proposed listing is
still at evaluation stage, shareholders are advised to
exercise caution in trading their shares. There is no
certainty or assurance as at the date of this announcement that the listing proposal will be carried out.”
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Government proves it
could make power
prices fairer

Climate outlook with
Professor Roger Stone

The Queensland Government has confirmed today that it has
the power to curb the soaring cost of electricity if it wanted to.
“The Palaszczuk Government intervention today to reduce the
outrageous regulated retail power price rises announced by the
Queensland Competition Authority has exposed what it has
denied for years – controlling electricity costs in Queensland is
within State Government control,” Dan Galligan, CEO of
sugarcane farming organisation CANEGROWERS, said.
“Even with this government intervention, power prices are
unsustainably
and
unnecessarily
high
for
many
Queenslanders, not least of which are our members who
irrigate their crops.
“The Premier’s intervention means power prices paid by
irrigators will increase by 5% from 1 July. It means electricity
costs for farmers who grow food and fibre for Australians and
export markets have gone up more than 130% since the
pricing system changed nine years ago.
“At the same time, energy companies have been racking up
profits and Queensland Governments have been skimming
them off – up to $1.3 billion a year straight to State Treasury
from the pockets of Queensland householders and businesses.
“Today’s announcement by the State Government has
exposed the power it has in the setting of electricity prices. It
could have acted before now, to spare Queenslanders the bill
pain many have been feeling.”
CANEGROWERS has been urging an overhaul of the
electricity pricing system for nearly five years.
“For too long, the electricity distribution and retail companies
have been cash cows of government, aided and abetted by a
system that allows inefficient and inaccurate costings to be
built into pricing mechanisms,” Mr Galligan said.
“The excesses of this hidden electricity tax on Queenslanders
have become so large that the QCA’s proposed prices are no
longer palatable, even to the Queensland Government.”
In February CANEGROWERS exposed Ergon’s use of flawed
‘evidence’ about network capacity and demand in its bid to the
Australian Energy Regulator for increased prices.
“With Chief Scientist Dr Alan Finkel due to release his final
Report on the Australian Electricity Market soon,
CANEGROWERS is calling for nothing short of a complete
overhaul,” Mr Galligan said.

Potential for El Niño to develop during Southern Hemisphere
winter slightly reduced but still about double the normal risk.
(The SOI phase for the end of May has been classified as
being in a ‘Rapidly Rising Phase’).
The SOI to the end of May was close to plus 1.2(+1.2) putting
this recent phase within the ‘Rapidly Rising’ Phase category.
SOI (phase) based outputs show the most likely probability
values for rainfall probability for all sugar regions as close to or
slightly above the long climatological values.
For sugar regions, most forecast systems show a 70-80%
probability of above median overall maximum temperatures
and a 50–60% probability of above normal minimum
temperature probability values where shown on the
accompanying map and which are indicated for the June to
August 2017 period. The BoM POAMA model is showing much
higher temperature probability values – and lower rainfall
probability values for southern states. Close to normal to above
radiation probability values are indicated for many regions .
Click here to read report.

“The review must expose where the decisions are made and
why, cut out the waste and inaccurate accounting and make
sure electricity pricing is a fair cost for a service delivered.”
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DEHP cancels 240kg registration

The Queensland Department of Environment and Heritage Protection has
issued the following notice to those growers that registered with the
Department to aplly up to 240 kilograms of nitrogen during the time of the
RP20 Burdekin nitrogen trails project.
To whom it may concern
You may be aware that over the past five years, the Department of
Environment and Heritage Protection has funded the RP20 Burdekin Nitrogen
Trials project through Sugar Research Australia and the local cane industry. A
number of farmers have worked closely with researchers to test fertiliser
application rates on their farms to ensure that the nitrogen rate prescribed
through the regulation would maintain yield and farm profitability.
In order to provide assurance to growers, a process was initiated to allow
registered cane farmers to use up to 240 kilograms of nitrogen per hectare until
the RP20 Burdekin Nitrogen Trials had enough data to provide scientifically
robust results to determine the optimum amount of nitrogen required to
maintain yields. Our records show that you are one of the cane farmers
registered to apply up to 240 kilograms of nitrogen per hectare during this time.
The results from the trials have shown that grower economic returns are
maximised over the crop cycle when good farming practices, and balanced
crop nutrition based on SIX EASY STEPS, are employed. Complete trial
results
are
available
from
Sugar
Research
Australia
(www.sugarresearch.com.au), where a grower video will also soon be
available. Information sessions will be held in your region in early June 2017
where you can learn more about the project results and find out what help is
available to you. Project members and farmers that were involved in the trials
will also be there to offer their first-hand experience and share their results.
Given the project has confirmed the benefits of fertiliser rates consistent with
the SIX EASY STEPS, the maximum application rate of 240 kilograms of
nitrogen per hectare will no longer apply from 1 July 2017.
The regulations regarding the amount of nitrogen and phosphorus used to
fertilise cane crops in the Wet Tropics, Burdekin and Mackay-Whitsunday
catchments are based on the industry developed SIX EASY STEPS program.
Removal of the 240 kilogram per hectare nitrogen application rate means that
from 1 July 2017, growers will need to apply the
nitrogen rate in accordance with the regulations, calculated using the regulated
method, which considers your district yield potential (150 tonnes/ha or 180
tonnes/ha), fallow management, soil organic carbon, and crop class. The
regulated method details how to apply these requirements, and is available on
the www.qld.gov.au/FarmingInReefCatchments website.
If you need help calculating the regulated rate, a number of organisations are
available to provide support including productivity services, private agronomy
advisers, Sugar Research Australia and cane grower representative bodies. In
addition, the private agronomy firm Farmacist is currently running a
Queensland Government funded project, RP161 Complete Nutrient
Management Planning for Cane Farming. You may like to contact them to see
if you can be involved in the project.
If you have further questions about the removal of the 240 kilogram per hectare
nitrogen fertiliser rate allowance and restoration of the regulated method,
please send them to:
Email: OfficeoftheGBR@ehp.qld.gov.au
Phone: Dominic Henderson (Principal Project Officer) on 07 3330 5637

Farm Economic
Analysis Tool
upgraded with
regional data

Cane growers thinking about planning ahead
now have a new tool at their disposal.
Regional Scenarios, prepopulated with
specific regional data for the Herbert,
Burdekin, Tully and Mackay regions have
been created by Department of Agriculture
and Fisheries (DAF) to support the Farm
Economic Analysis Tool (FEAT).
The scenarios are available on the
departments’ website and have been
developed as part of a suite of materials to
help growers with a number of planning
decisions, including analysing the impact on
farm profitability when sugar prices, cane
yields or input prices change.
The Farm Economic Analysis Tool (FEAT)
was developed in 2007 and over the last ten
years it has been revised and upgraded and is
available online with a new suite of supporting
tools.
“We wanted to make it easier for growers to
use FEAT,” said Mark Poggio, Agricultural
Economics Manager, DAF.
“So we asked for feedback and found out that
growers wanted more local information. In
response to this, DAF has developed
Regional Scenarios, which have been added
to the FEAT toolbox”
“The Regional Scenarios have been
developed in consultation with growers and
industry advisors from the Herbert, Burdekin,
Tully and Mackay regions. They have been
populated with regional data to make it easier
for growers to tailor scenarios for their own
farm.
“Our statistics show that FEAT is being
downloaded about once a week, and now that
we have developed the Regional Scenarios
we hope to see even more cane growers
using it.
“It’s a free tool that can assist with
determining potential farm operating returns,
evaluating
the
economic
impact
of
management practice change, making
decisions on machinery contracting rates,
preparing cash flow budgets and assessing
farm labour requirements.”
Growers are invited to download these tools,
which are available free of charge.
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Help create a
Queensland
and Northern Australia
enchmark

If you are a producer or advisor (in Qld, NT or WA) and
interested in an opportunity to create a benchmark of the
current approaches to decision making and planning for
climate variability (season to season; year to year) the Queensland and Northern Australia Drought and Climate
Adaptation Program (DCAP) is looking for you. DCAP is a
Queensland Government initiative to improve producer drought
preparedness and resilience.

New work eing scoped
to etter understand
soldier fly
By Neil Fisher, CEO

I would like to update you on SRA's investment and approach
to the solider fly pest, following the SRA Board's April meeting
and their decision for research investment to begin from July
2017 onwards.

By participating in a short web survey, you can help provide
benchmarking information that will guide the program as it
looks to improve the awareness and effectiveness of
information
and
tools
supporting
the
profitability
and productivity of producers in a variable climate. To find out
more
about
DCAP
contact
Neil
Cliffe
(neil.cliffe@daf.qld.gov.au) or phone 13 25 23.

SRA is conducting chemical trials at locations including
Bundaberg and Mackay. We are also conducting variety trials
to assess and understand the varietal differences for soldier fly
impact. More information from this work, being led by Dr Karel
Lindsay in Mackay, is expected to be available toward the end
of this year, after these trials are harvested. This work is
continuing.

DCAP is offering a copy of the book Will it rain (developed
through the program and due for publication June 2017) to
every person completing the survey. You just need to leave a
postal address in the box provided before clicking submit. To
fill out the survey click here.

SRA KFA Leader for Pest, Disease and Weed Management,
Dr Andrew Ward, and Dr Lindsay have now established
collaborative working relationships with productivity services
organisations, growers and millers in infested soldier fly
regions. It is important that these relationships continue to
ensure our research and management strategies are tailored to
the needs of these regions.
In addition, the Board has also heard from many of you that we
need to get "back to basics" on soldier fly and better
understand exactly what the soldier fly larvae are doing to our
cane, and what this means for the rest of the growing season,
and ratoon crops. The Board is also focussed on ensuring that
SRA continues to invest in Strategic Basic Research, which is
experimental and theoretical work undertaken to acquire new
knowledge directed into specified broad areas in the
expectation of useful discoveries. It provides the broad base of
knowledge necessary for the solution of recognised practical
problems.
To achieve this regarding soldier fly, the Board has approved
that we will recruit a post-doctoral researcher within the
University of Queensland to work on soldier fly. Dr Ward has
commenced discussion with UQ about this work, and he and a
representative from UQ will visit a soldier fly site in early June
so that they can scope this new project.

6% Discount
E clusive offer to mem ers
of CANEGROWERS
Burdekin

By finding the right talented and enthusiastic researcher, we
have an opportunity to better understand the fundamentals of
soldier fly so that we can deliver outcomes for you on this pest.
SRA will commit the investment to ensure that this researcher
has the operational budget to meet with stakeholders and
understand soldier fly in our sugarcane regions.
Dr Karel Lindsay's important work will continue, and he will
also be part of the steering group for the UQ post-doc project.
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Pricing information
2016 Season Advances & Payments
as at 10 May 2017
$/tonne IPS
1.

QFF industry member CANEGROWERS has welcomed
news Wilmar and QSL have signed a cane supply
agreement, ending their long running sugar industry
dispute.

2.

Queensland farmers are leading the way for supply chain
innovation to reduce on-farm waste and market rejected
produce. View case studies in QFF's column HERE.

3.

Our state's egg producers are in a good place with
domestic egg consumption on the rise and new export
opportunities on the horizon according to QFF industry
members Queensland United Egg Producers (QUEP).
ABC article HERE.

Initial
18 August 16*
20 October 16*
15 December 16*
26 January 17*
23 February 17*
23 March 17*
20 April 17*
18 May 17*
22 June 17
Final Payment

$267
$326
$368
$383
$423
$437
$460
$465
$491
$504
$517

% estimated
return

80.0%
82.5%
87.5%
90.0%
95.0%
97.5%
100%

* paid

4.

Deputy Prime Minister Barnaby Joyce is calling for Aussie
super funds to stop ignoring the farm boom and invest in
rural agriculture. Article HERE.

The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes no
responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not forward
price for 2016 (the default method). Growers who have forward priced for
2016 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected proceeds. For
individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the Wilmar website.

5.

Central Highlands & Woorabinda have been revoked of
drought bringing Queensland's drought declared area
down to 66.27%. Extra dollars are available for droughtaffected farmers looking to recover. Farmer Disaster
Support HERE.

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 6 June 2017

6.

7.

8.

9.

Gatton vegetable farmer Anthony Staatz of Koala
Farms has been named AUSVEG Grower of the Year at
this year's Hort Connections conference. QFF industry
member Growcom was proud to participate as co-host to
the event in Adelaide.
Did you see the latest edition of the 'Reef Alliance’s
‘Reliable 5’? View updates HERE. Sign up for Reef
Alliance updates HERE (form at the bottom of page).
Register now for the Farming Together National Forum
2017 on 6 June to meet expert farmers and get 'hands on'
advice from farm service specialists. Event flyer HERE.
Complete farmer application HERE.
The Safe Work and Return to Work Awards are back to
recognise organisations and individuals who keep workers
safe. There's categories to suit everyone and $2000 up for
grabs. Entries close 23 June. Learn more HERE.

10. QFF thank QCL for supporting Queensland Diaryfarmers’
Organisation's (QDO) 'I buy branded milk' campaign. See
which milk brands support dairy farmers HERE.

Gross

$/Tonne IPS
Net

2017 Season

$423

$403

2018 Season

$439

$419

2019 Season

$446

$426

Estimated QSL Pool Prices
As at 26 May 2017
$/Tonne IPS
GROSS 2016
QSL Harvest Pool

$513

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$560

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$465

QSL US Quota Pool

$778

QSL 2-season Forward Pool

$480

QSL 3-season Forward Pool

$497

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices
published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated
regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing
over the current season.
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight on all issues affecting cane farmers
For the fortnight ending 30 May

E ecutive comment
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

The Australian Sugar Alliance Board met last week. The primary focus of the agenda was to received the report and
presentation from the external review into the industry’s trade and market access policy coordination and to make decisions
about the future of the 3 year old nutrition campaign. With QSL being just one marketer of Australian Sugar after June 30 the
funding of industry good activities, of which trade and nutrition are examples will change. It was important that we conducted
a formal review of how we have been coordinating the trade policy role for the industry before we make decisions on how it
should be handled and funded in the future. The recommendations from the review are being considered by the industry
trade and market access committee. The work on nutrition is at a similar tipping point with the current program unfunded
from 30 June. An enormous amount of effort, time and money has gone into both programs and both have yielded significant
results for the industry.
The CANEGROWERS Isis Board spent some significant time in the QCGO offices last week. They participated in directors
governance training as well as sessions on marketing reform and a reintroduction into the strategy and capabilities at QCGO.
The Board also had lunch with all staff in the Brisbane office.
Pre-budget networking with senior State Government officials.
Working to resolve insurance matters post Cyclone Debbie.
Further development of state election campaign material and strategy.
Development of Board and Policy Council Agendas.
Media around electricity and marketing.

Legal
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Conducting directors governance training and delivering information session of the new Sugar Code and CANEGROWERS
ACCC collective bargaining authorisation.
Advising district in relation to approved varieties.
Advising CANEGROWERS Mackay on the mill’s proposed $2 per tonne levy deduction
Advising in relation to QSL/Willmar OSA arrangements.
Ongoing representation in native title claims around Mackay region which are proceeding to consent determination.

Marketing
✓

CANEGROWERS is assisting district offices in their preparations for the finalisation of their Cane Supply Agreement
negotiations with Wilmar Sugar.

Trade
✓

✓

Disappointed at China’s decision to impose safeguard duties top restrict the flow of imports, CANEGROWERS met with
DFAT representatives to identify actions to secure as much access as possible to China for Australian sugar as possible and
to see what could be done to overturn the decision.
The ASA Board received a report reviewing the industry’s Trade Policy & Market Access (TP&MA) function and
CANEGROWERS management of that function. Reflecting responses from within the sugar industry, government and other
agricultural industries, the review concluded that, punching above its weight in comparison with Australia’s other agricultural
industries, the industry is well regarded by government and other agricultural industries for the effectiveness of its TP&MA
function both in absolute and relative terms.

Electricity
✓

Ahead of QCA releasing its determination for retail electricity prices in regional Queensland for the year ahead,
CANEGROWERS issued a media release calling on the state government not to hike already excessive electricity prices.
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight continued
National Farmers Federation Competitiveness Committee
✓

CANEGROWERS chaired the NFF Competitiveness Committee. A number of issues were discussed including:

✓
✓
✓

✓

Setting the uniform the tax definition threshold for small businesses at $10M indexed. Currently three different thresholds
($2M, $5M and $10m) are used in the Australian tax system.
Long term tax reform for the entire economy as a means of improving efficiency and introducing measures that will boost
the competitiveness and growth prospects of Australian food and fibre producers.
The need to review and reform Australia’s road user charging system, noting that infrastructure is an important enabler of
economic growth in rural and remote communities and before any changes were introduced their impact on rural and
remote communities needed to be understood and taken into account.
Encouraging Australia’s “Big 4” banks to make farm management deposit (FMD) accounts available to farmers as off-set
accounts to their farm debt, as enabled by the legislative changes introduced in 2016 but not yet implemented.

ACCC
✓

CANEGROWERS is a member of the important ACCC Agricultural Consultative Committee.

✓

✓
✓

Noting that retail electricity prices include components to cover the costs of generation, transmission and distribution of
electricity with some price components reviewed determined by regulation, the ACCC is planning a broad review of
electricity retail prices in response to the reference it received from the federal government.
The FMD issue was raised with the ACCC in the context of its review of the competitiveness of Australian banks.

CANEGROWERS was invited to and participated in an independent review of the ACCC’s industry engagement conducted by
research consultants Colmar Brunton.

Coca Cola
✓

✓

CANEGROWERS met with Coca Cola in Sydney to discuss Smartcane BMP, sustainable sugar and Bonsucro. The meeting
was constructive and gave CANEGROWERS an opportunity to provide an overview of the Queensland sugar
industry, CANEGROWERS role and activities, industry programs, initiatives and challenges around the reef and
sustainability.
CANEGROWERS presented the Smartcane BMP program, its alignment to Bonsucro and how it meets Cokes Sustainable
Agricultural Guiding Principals to support Cokes sustainable sugar sourcing targets. Discussion focused on the Great Barrier
Reef, Project Catalyst, Cokes business structure, sustainability targets and Smartcane BMP's role. Coca Cola is keen to
progress a discussion that moved towards better aligning on a shared vision as to what sustainable practice looks like in the
Australian market. A follow up meeting is planned for July.

Biosecurity
✓
✓

CANEGROWERS chaired the Sugarcane Industry Biosecurity Committee meeting. The meeting discussed Biosecurity
matters for coming from the recent regional variety adoption meetings. Main concern was Fiji Leaf Gaul in Mackay.
Vehicle movement, the movement of dirty equipment between Biosecurity zones, the Biosecurity manual, Biosecurity
Queensland surveillance activities in northern Australia and the movement of plant breeding material were on the agenda.

Reef Trust
✓

CANEGROWERS assisted Queensland Farmers Federation to finalise the innovation component of the Reef Alliance
Program. 35 innovation project were received and will be evaluated by a Technical Advisory Panel. Advice will be provided on
the outcome of the evaluations in the next few weeks.

Futureye
✓

CANEGROWERS attended a meeting with Australian Sugar Milling Council and Futureye on the environment component for
the social licence project.

SmartCane BMP
✓

Met with Department of Natural Resources and Mines and the Department Environment and Heritage Protection
representatives to discuss the Natural Systems module, including the tools and resources that would be useful for growers.
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Contact Us
canenews is read by the majority of Burdekin cane
farmers and their families in the Burdekin. Copies
are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS Offices,
businesses, industry, politicians, Government
Agencies and members of the community.

HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600
CANEGROWERS Hall
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill
Harvey Coe

General Manager

0437 585 918
4790 3603

Wayne Smith

Manager: Member Services

0428 834 802
4790 3604

Michelle Andrews

Manager: Finance & Admin

4790 3602

Tiffany Giardina

Payroll & Administration

4790 3601

Racheal Olsen

Solaris Insurance Brokers
Manager

JP (Qual)

4790 3606
0408 638 518

Published Weekly by:
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited
ABN:
Postal Address:
Telephone:
Facsimile:
Email:

43 114 632 325
PO Box 933, AYR QLD 4807
(07) 4790 3600
(07) 4783 4914
bdk@canegrowers.com.au

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials
to the above.

Disclaimer

racheal_olsen@solarisinsurance.com.au

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au
DIRECTORS
Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0404 004 371

Owen Menkens
Deputy Chair

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

spilla8@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Greg Rossato

greg_rossato@outlook.com

0418 713 563

In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

Burdekin Cane Auditors—Workplace Coordinators
Site

Name

Email

Phone

Inkerman

Vicki Lewis

vicki@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 1020

Kalamia

Ray Collinson

ray@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4783 0319

Pioneer

Geraldine Cantarella

geraldine@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 5346

Invicta

Mark Saunders

mark@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 9153

